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BACKGROUND. In the treatment of prostate carcinoma, radiotherapy and surgery

are common choices of comparable efficacy; thus a realistic comparison of the

potential long term sequelae, such as the risk of second malignancy, may be of

relevance to treatment choice.

METHODS. Data regarding the rate of incidence from the Surveillance, Epidemiol-

ogy, and End Results Program cancer registry (1973–1993) were used to compare

directly second malignancy risks in 51,584 men with prostate carcinoma who

received radiotherapy (3549 of whom developed second malignancies) with 70,539

men who underwent surgery without radiotherapy (5055 of whom developed

second malignancies). Data were stratified by latency period, age at diagnosis, and

site of the second malignancy. Directly comparing the risks in the radiotherapy

group with those in the surgery group largely avoids problems associated with

underreporting second malignancies.

RESULTS. Radiotherapy for prostate carcinoma was associated with a small, sta-

tistically significant increase in the risk of solid tumors (6%; P 5 0.02) relative to

treatment with surgery. Among patients who survived for $ 5 years, the increased

relative risk reached 15%, and was 34% for patients surviving $ 10 years. The most

significant contributors to the increased risk in the irradiated group were carcino-

mas of the bladder, rectum, and lung, and sarcomas within the treatment field. No

significant increase in rates of leukemia was noted.

CONCLUSIONS. Radiotherapy for prostate carcinoma was associated with a statis-

tically significant, although fairly small, enhancement in the risk of second solid

tumors, particularly for long term survivors. The pattern of excess second malig-

nancies among men treated with radiotherapy was consistent with radiobiologic

principles in terms of site, dose, and latency. In absolute terms, the estimated risk

of developing a radiation-associated second malignancy was 1 in 290 for all

prostate carcinoma patients treated with radiotherapy, increasing to 1 in 70 for

long term survivors ($ 10 years). Improvements in radiotherapeutic techniques,

along with diagnosis at younger ages and earlier stages, are resulting in longer

survival times for patients with prostate carcinoma. Because of the long latency

period for radiation-induced tumors, this may result in radiation-related second

malignancy risk becoming a more significant issue. Cancer 2000;88:398 – 406.
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The probability of a radiation-induced second malignancy after
radiotherapy is a topic that has been widely discussed.1,2 In some

situations in which radiotherapy clearly is the most efficacious treat-
ment option, the issue is somewhat academic in that the benefits
clearly will outweigh the risks. However, in other situations in which
the choice of treatment modality is not clearcut, quantifying the risks
of a radiation-induced second malignancy will allow one of the fac-
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tors of relevance in choosing between treatment op-
tions to be better defined.

Prostate carcinoma is the most common malig-
nancy among men. In 1999, 179,300 new prostate
carcinoma cases (comprising 29% of all new cancer
cases among males) were expected to be diagnosed,
and 37,000 prostate carcinoma deaths (comprising
13% of all cancer mortality in males) were expected in
the U.S.3 Prostate carcinoma is one of the sites in
which the choice of treatment between radiotherapy
and surgery is least clearcut,4 and thus quantifying the
relative risks of secondary malignancies for radiother-
apy in comparison with surgery is of considerable
societal interest.

Essentially, there are two approaches that can be
taken practically to quantify the risks of radiation-
related second malignancies. A direct approach is to
follow a group of patients treated at a single institution
and compare the observed frequencies with an appro-
priate comparison group.5–7 In this situation, treat-
ment protocols and possible subsequent retreatments
generally can be reconstructed and analyzed reliably.
Problems with this approach relate to the relatively
small number of patients that can be studied and,
often, to the absence of an appropriate comparison
group. Studies using this approach also have the po-
tential for selection bias associated with hospital re-
ferral patterns or protocol admittance criteria. The
risks of a second malignancy after radiotherapy for
prostate carcinoma have been evaluated in several
single institution studies.6 – 8 Examination of the statis-
tical power in these studies shows that even the largest
such study (543 patients) had very limited power to
detect and quantify realistic increases in rates of sec-
ond malignancies after radiotherapy.7

An alternative approach involves retrospective
studies based on data that are extracted from tumor
registries.9 –14 Using this approach, large numbers of
individuals can be studied, yielding far greater statis-
tical power, although there typically is less complete
information available regarding treatment. In addi-
tion, tumor registry approaches can suffer from a lack
of data regarding potential confounding factors, such
as smoking or underreporting of secondary neo-
plasms.14 The methodology used in this article is de-
signed to address this last issue by comparing risks in
prostate carcinoma patients who received radiother-
apy directly with prostate carcinoma patients who
underwent surgery.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Men with prostate carcinoma diagnosed between
1973–1993 were identified from the incidence files of
nine cancer registries participating in the National

Cancer Institute’s Surveillance, Epidemiology, and
End Results (SEER) Program.15 The SEER Program is a
set of geographically defined, population-based tumor
registries, covering approximately 10% of the U.S.
population.

SEER registry incidence files were searched for
second primary malignancies (other than prostate car-
cinoma) that were diagnosed $ 2 months after the
initial prostate carcinoma diagnosis. For each patient,
person-years at risk were accrued from 2 months after
prostate carcinoma diagnosis until the date of death,
date of last follow-up, date of diagnosis of subsequent
primary tumor, or the end of 1993, whichever came
first. There were a total of 122,123 men in the database
who had prostate carcinoma as their first primary
tumor, who survived $ 2 months after their initial
diagnosis, and who received either radiation, with or
without other treatments (51,584 men), or surgery
without radiation (70,539 men) as their first course of
therapy. Of the 51,584 men with prostate carcinoma
who received radiotherapy, 3549 developed a second
malignancy, and of the 70,539 men who underwent
surgery, 5055 developed second malignancies.

Information regarding therapy given subsequent
to the first course of therapy is not recorded in SEER.
The probability of an individual who underwent pros-
tate carcinoma surgery in 1990 receiving subsequent
radiotherapy within 5 years was approximately 6%.16

All male cancer sites recorded in the SEER data-
base were analyzed separately; specifically, these were
buccal, lip, tongue, salivary, gum and other oral sites,
oropharynx, nasopharynx, hypopharynx, esophagus,
stomach, small intestine, colon, rectum, liver or gall-
bladder, pancreas, nasal cavities, larynx, lung, breast,
testis, kidney, bladder, melanoma, eye, brain or cen-
tral nervous system, thyroid, endocrine, bone, con-
nective tissue, non-Hodgkin lymphoma, Hodgkin dis-
ease, multiple myeloma, acute lymphocytic leukemia,
chronic lymphocytic leukemia, acute nonlymphocytic
leukemia, acute myelogenous leukemia, and chronic
myelogenous leukemia.

The number of second malignancies expected,
had these men experienced the same rates as the
general population, was estimated based on sex spe-
cific, age specific, and calendar year specific incidence
rates for all types of cancers combined (excluding
prostate carcinoma) and for specific cancer sites;
these incidence rates were applied to the appropriate
number of person-years. Poisson regression methods
for grouped survival data17 were used to estimate di-
rectly the percent increase in the relative risk of a
second malignancy among prostate carcinoma pa-
tients treated with radiation compared with those
treated with surgery (without radiotherapy). The data
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were stratified according to age at the time of diagno-
sis of prostate carcinoma (, 60, 60 – 64, 65– 69, 70 –74,
75–79, 80 – 84, and 851 years), and the time interval
since prostate carcinoma diagnosis (, 5 years, $ 5
years, and $ 10 years). 95% confidence intervals (95%
CI) and significance tests (two-sided) were estimated
using standard likelihood ratio-based methods.17 This
direct comparison of the risks observed among pros-
tate carcinoma patients who received radiotherapy
versus those who underwent surgery is preferable to
comparisons with a general population because it
avoids many of the problems associated with under-
reporting of second malignancies.

RESULTS
Table 1 shows selected characteristics of the 122,123
men with prostate carcinoma reported in the SEER
database who were treated with radiotherapy or sur-
gery. In terms of distributions of age, survival, and
time at risk, the group of patients treated with radia-
tion were remarkably similar to those undergoing sur-
gery.

Because the SEER data come in part from the
preprostate specific antigen (pre-PSA) era, the age dis-
tribution of the patients at the time of the primary
prostate carcinoma diagnosis was somewhat older
than the current age distribution of prostate carci-
noma patients at diagnosis. For example, the average
patient age at first diagnosis in the SEER database is 71
years compared with 69 years for prostate carcinoma
patients in the National Cancer Data Base for 1995.18

In 1995, 14.7% of prostate carcinoma patients were
diagnosed at age , 60 years compared with 9.7% in
the SEER database.

Overall, 8604 men developed a subsequent malig-
nancy (excluding prostate carcinoma), which was sig-
nificantly less than the 9905 expected in the general
population. Both the radiotherapy and the surgery
treatment groups showed this apparent deficit of sec-
ond malignancies when compared with the general
population. However, when we restricted the analysis
to subjects age , 60 years at diagnosis there was no
longer a deficit, a finding also reported by Kleinerman
et al.19 For example, after restriction to ages at diag-
nosis , 60 years, the standardized incidence ratio
(observed/expected) for all malignancies at all times
in the radiotherapy group was 1.05 compared with
0.89 when there was no age restriction. Therefore, it
appears likely that the low standardized incidence
ratio values both for radiotherapy and for surgery are
a consequence of the comparatively elderly popula-
tion under study. The current analysis largely over-
came this underreporting problem by comparing the
adjusted relative risks in the radiotherapy group di-
rectly with those in the surgery group.

Table 2 and Figure 1 show the percentage increase
in the relative risk of developing a second malignancy
after radiotherapy compared with surgery. There was
little evidence of a difference in the risk for leukemia
(or any lymphatic or hematopoietic malignancy) for
patients treated with radiotherapy versus surgery, al-
though the radiotherapy group did show a nonsignif-
icant 5% increased relative risk for leukemia during
the first 5 years after diagnosis.

The solid tumors individually listed in Table 2
represent those for which there was either a signifi-
cantly different relative risk for radiotherapy versus
surgery, or for which there was a nonsignificant
change in relative risk of . 20%, for any time period.
The risk of developing any second solid tumor at any
time after diagnosis was significantly greater after ra-
diotherapy than after surgery, by approximately 6%
(95% CI, 1–11%). As a function of time after diagnosis,
this increased risk became greater, being 15% (95% CI,
6 –24%) after $ 5 years, and 34% (95% CI, 14 –57%)
after $ 10 years.

Of the specific solid tumor sites, both bladder
carcinoma and lung carcinoma showed statistically
significant radiation-associated increased relative
risks at all times after diagnosis, and rectal carcinoma
was increased significantly in the radiotherapy group
for long term survivors. As illustrated in Figure 1 and
Table 2, for those solid tumor sites in which a radia-
tion-associated increase in risk was observed, radia-

TABLE 1
Selected Characteristics of Men Diagnosed with Prostate Carcinoma,
Initially Treated Either with Radiotherapy or with Surgery, as
Reported to the SEER Program (1973–1993)

Radiotherapy
Surgery
only

Persons at risk 51,584 70,539
Person-years at risk 218,341 312,499
Mean survival time after prostate carcinoma diagnosis

(yrs) 4.2 4.4
Mean age at prostate carcinoma diagnosis (yrs) 70.3 71.4

% of prostate carcinoma diagnosed age , 60 yrs 9.3 10.1
Average year of prostate carcinoma diagnosis 1987 1986
Mean age at second malignancy diagnosis (yrs) 75.3 77.0
% of persons at risk

1–5 years after primary diagnosis 86.2 86.2
5–10 years after primary diagnosis 33.5 35.8
$10 years after primary diagnosis 9.8 10.8

% of person-years at risk
0–1 years after primary diagnosis 18.2 17.4
1–5 years after primary diagnosis 52.1 51.5
5–10 years after primary diagnosis 22.7 23.4
$ 10 years after primary diagnosis 6.9 7.7
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tion-associated risk increased with increasing survival
time.

The risk of developing a sarcoma within the treat-
ment field was significantly larger after radiotherapy
compared with surgery. The increase in risk was 85%
(95% CI, 15–201%) at all times after diagnosis, reach-
ing 145% (95% CI, 15– 444%) at $ 5 years after diag-
nosis; the increased risk at $ 10 years was no longer
statistically significant, most likely due to the small
number of cases. The risk of sarcomas outside the
treatment field did not differ significantly between the

two treatment groups, and for the majority of fol-
low-up intervals generally was significantly lower than
the risk for sarcomas within the treatment field.

Table 3 provides estimates of the absolute num-
bers of second solid tumors that could be attributed to
the radiotherapy treatment. For example, among the
17,327 men who underwent radiotherapy and sur-
vived . 5 years, there were an estimated 139 extra
solid tumors, corresponding to 1 per 125 men, or 1 per
465 person-years at risk. The significant contributors
to these extra solid tumors were bladder (estimated 58

TABLE 2
Comparison of Risks of Developing Second Malignancies for Prostate Carcinoma Patients Treated with Radiotherapy versus Surgery Only, As a
Function of Time after Diagnosis

Second malignancya

Radiotherapy Surgery

Radiotherapy vs. surgery

Observed Expected (O/E)RT Observed Expected (O/E)surgery

% increase in risk:
RT vs. surgeryb

95% CI of %
increase in risk P value

All second malignanciesc (all yrs) 3549 3991 0.89 5055 5914 0.86 4 [21, 9] 0.08
$ 5 yrs 1185 1285 0.92 1646 2008 0.82 11 [3, 20] 0.007
$ 10 yrs 305 318 0.96 393 528 0.75 27 [9, 48] 0.002

All solid tumorsd (all yrs) 3171 3589 0.88 4441 5305 0.84 6 [1, 11] 0.02
$ 5 yrs 1065 1152 0.92 1432 1797 0.80 15 [6, 24] 0.0009
$ 10 yrs 280 284 0.99 344 471 0.73 34 [14, 57] 0.0004

Bladder (all yrs) 455 414 1.10 608 628 0.97 15 [2, 31] 0.02
$ 5 yrs 164 137 1.20 168 219 0.77 55 [24, 92] 0.0001
$ 10 yrs 46 35 1.32 44 59 0.75 77 [14, 163] 0.01

Rectum (all yrs) 198 242 0.82 298 363 0.82 22 [218, 18] 0.87
$ 5 yrs 73 77 0.95 86 121 0.71 35 [21, 86] 0.06
$ 10 yrs 22 19 1.18 17 31 0.55 105 [9, 292] 0.03

Colon (all yrs) 541 584 0.93 823 903 0.91 0 [210, 12] 0.97
$ 5 yrs 178 196 0.91 266 317 0.84 7 [211, 30] 0.47
$ 10 yrs 45 50 0.91 63 85 0.74 24 [216, 81] 0.29

Lung (all yrs) 845 1050 0.80 1087 1485 0.73 11 [1, 21] 0.03
$ 5 yrs 302 328 0.92 369 491 0.75 22 [5, 42] 0.01
$ 10 yrs 79 79 1.01 88 126 0.70 42 [5, 93] 0.02

Sarcomas in field (all yrs) 38 21 1.80 32 31.4 1.02 85 [15, 201] 0.01
$ 5 yrs 17 6.8 2.50 11 10.7 1.03 145 [15, 444] 0.02
$ 10 yrs 5 1.7 2.91 3 2.9 1.05 217 [223, 1461] 0.11

Distant sarcomas (all yrs) 31 22 1.40 32 33.2 0.97 51 [29, 152] 0.11
$ 5 yrs 10 7.2 1.39 11 11.5 0.96 36 [244, 225] 0.49
$ 10 yrs 2 1.9 1.08 1 3.1 0.32 251 [267, 7584] 0.29

Leukemiae (all yrs) 96 92 1.04 146 146 1.00 0 [223, 30] 0.98
0–5 yrsf 67 62 1.09 95 95 1.00 5 [224, 44] 0.78
$ 5 yrsf 29 31 0.94 51 50 1.01 28 [243, 45] 0.73

O: observed; E: expected; RT: radiotherapy; 95% CI: 95% confidence interval.
a Second malignancies individually analyzed were buccal, lip, tongue, salivary, gum and other oral sites, oropharynx, nasopharynx, hypopharynx, esophagus, stomach, small intestine, colon, rectum, liver or

gallbladder, pancreas, nasal cavities, larynx, lung, breast, testis, kidney, bladder, melanoma, eye, brain or central nervous system, thyroid, endochrine, bone, connective tissue, non-Hodgkin lymphoma, Hodgkin

disease, multiple myeloma, acute lymphocytic leukemia, chronic lymphocytic leukemia, acute nonlymphocytic leukemia, acute myelogenous leukemia, and chronic myelogenous leukemia. For brevity, data are

shown only for those sites for which there was either a significantly increased relative risk for radiotherapy versus surgery (in either direction), or for which there was a nonsignificant increased relative risk of .

20% for any time period.
b Percent increase in relative risk for radiotherapy (RT) versus surgery (100 [1-RRRT/RRsurgery]), in which the relative risks (RR) are calculated using Poisson models adjusted for age at prostate carcinoma diagnosis

and time since prostate carcinoma diagnosis.
c All malignancies listed in Footnote a, combined.
d All malignancies listed in Footnote a, excluding leukemias and lymphomas, combined.
e Excluding chronic lymphocytic leukemia.
f Note different time periods for leukemia.
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tumors among the 17,327 men), lung (54 tumors),
rectum (19 tumors), and sarcomas in the radiation
field (9 tumors).

DISCUSSION
Because of the large numbers of cases involved in this
study, comparisons between the risks in the radiation

and surgery groups could be made with significant
statistical power for all sites combined, for individual
sites, and for different follow-up intervals. This ap-
proach is preferable to comparisons with a general
population because it avoids many of the problems
associated with underreporting of second malignan-
cies.

Specifically, both the radiotherapy and the sur-
gery treatment groups showed an apparent deficit of
second malignancies when compared with the general
population. Based on the results when analysis was
restricted to those age , 60 years at diagnosis (in
which there was no longer a deficit of second malig-
nancies), it appears likely that the apparent deficits
both for radiotherapy and for surgery are a conse-
quence of underreporting second tumors in the com-
paratively elderly population under study. This con-
clusion, also discussed by Kleinerman et al.,19 suggests
that estimating second tumor risk by comparison with
a matched healthy population may lead to misleading
results, particularly when the first tumors are diag-
nosed predominantly in elderly populations. The
current analysis largely overcomes this underreport-
ing problem by directly comparing the adjusted risks
in the radiotherapy and the surgery groups, an ap-
proach that also is feasible, for example, for breast
carcinoma.5

Solid Tumors
Overall, there was a small but significant increase in
solid tumors in the radiotherapy group compared with
the surgery only group. There also was a clear pattern
of increasing risk of solid tumors with increasing sur-
vival time ($ 5 years and $ 10 years) in patients
treated with radiotherapy compared with those un-
dergoing surgery. Previous studies of the latency pe-
riod of radiation-induced solid tumors suggest an av-
erage latency period of 5–15 years,20 and the same
temporal pattern in the current study lends support to
the notion that the increased risks in the radiation
group are linked causally to the radiation exposure.

Leukemia
There was no overall difference in the leukemia risk
between the radiotherapy and the surgery groups.
Based on the experience of the atomic bomb survi-
vors, any radiation-related excess of leukemias would
be expected to occur largely within the first 5 years
after exposure21 and although a small (5%, not statis-
tically significant) increase in leukemia risk was ob-
served within 5 years of diagnosis, the leukemia risks
are lower than those projected from atomic bomb
survivors.21 Lower leukemia risks than those projected
from the atomic bomb survivors also were reported in

FIGURE 1. Percentage increase in relative risks for various second tumors in

prostate carcinoma patients who received radiotherapy (RT), relative to the

risks in those who underwent surgery without RT. Results are adjusted for age

at time of prostate carcinoma diagnosis and time since prostate carcinoma

diagnosis. Bars represent 95% confidence limits. Note the different scales for

each panel.
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women who received radiotherapy for cervical or en-
dometrial carcinoma,9,10 and it is plausible that the
differences noted when compared with the atomic
bomb survivor data are a consequence of the much
higher dose to the bone marrow in the radiotherapeu-
tic situation, causing cell death in potentially onco-
genic damaged cells.10,22,23 However, conclusions re-
garding leukemia risks must be viewed in light of the
limited statistical power available in the current study
because leukemia is a comparatively rare malignancy.

Individual Sites
Analyzing the solid tumors site by site, there were
significant radiation-associated increases in bladder
carcinoma (consistent with the findings of Neugut et
al.12 and Pawlish et al.13), rectal carcinoma, and lung
carcinoma, as well as sarcoma in or near the treatment
field. As with the overall data, there is a strong indi-
cation of an increasing radiation-associated risk with
increasing survival time for the individual sites.

Although the largest number of radiation-associ-
ated malignancies clearly are carcinomas, the largest
increase in relative risk is for in-field sarcomas, al-
though the increase in out-of-field sarcomas was not
statistically significant. In the majority of other studies
radiation-induced sarcomas occur only in heavily ir-
radiated sites, close to the treatment volume.24 –27

These observations most likely reflect a different
mechanism for the induction of sarcomas compared
with carcinomas; the target cells for sarcomas typically
are dormant cells and large doses are needed to pro-
duce sufficient tissue damage to stimulate cellular
proliferation.28 The sarcoma data in this study appear
to follow this pattern, with significant radiation-asso-
ciated risks being observed for sites in and close to the
treatment volume but not for more distant sites,
which received lower doses.

Lung Carcinoma
It is interesting to note that the radiation-associated
risk for carcinoma of the lung, which is relatively dis-
tant from the prostate treatment volume, is elevated

significantly and not that different from those for car-
cinomas of the bladder and rectum. Due to the treat-
ment techniques used over the majority of the time
covered by the current study (before around 1993,
typically whole pelvic 60Co irradiation29), the dose to
the lung was around 0.6 Gray (Gy),29,30 nearly 2 orders
of magnitude less than the doses to the bladder and
rectum. The approximate constancy of the carcinoma
risk over such a wide range of doses may reflect the
fact that carcinomas, originating in actively dividing or
hormonally controlled cells, can be induced efficiently
by relatively low doses of radiation, as evidenced by the
atomic bomb survivor data,20 but the carcinoma risk at
high doses is attenuated by the effects of cell killing.23

Overall, this can produce a relatively flat dose-re-
sponse relation for carcinoma induction over a wide
dose range, which could explain why some lightly
irradiated sites exhibit carcinoma risks similar to those
in sites that received much higher doses.

There is a second factor, unrelated to radiation
exposure, that might have contributed to the excess
risk in the lung, namely, that a smoking history often
is considered a counterindication for surgery, repre-
senting a high preoperative risk factor.31 Thus a higher
proportion of smokers (and therefore lung tumors)
might be expected in the radiation group. To investi-
gate this possible bias, we analyzed the results of an
earlier case– control study on smoking habits in Cana-
dian prostate carcinoma patients.32 The results are
shown in Table 4. Of 408 prostate carcinoma patients
in the study, smoking and treatment information were
available for 393, 283 of whom received either surgery
without radiotherapy or radiotherapy with or without
other treatments. In the surgery group, 16% were cur-
rent smokers and 79% ever smokers, compared with
15% and 80%, respectively, in the radiotherapy group.
These results suggest that the increased lung carci-
noma rates that were observed in the SEER radiother-
apy group may not be the result of smoking-related
biases.

A further indication that the increases in lung
carcinoma rates in the radiotherapy group may indeed

TABLE 3
Estimated Absolute Numbers of Second Solid Tumors in the Radiotherapy Group Associated with Radiotherapy Treatment

Persons at risk
Person-years
at risk

Estimated no. of
solid tumors
associated with RT

Estimated RT-associated
solid tumors/person at
risk

Estimated RT-associated
solid tumors/person-
years at risk

All years 51,584 218,341 179 1 per 290 1 per 1220 PY
$ 5 years after diagnosis 17,327 64,700 139 1 per 125 1 per 465 PY
$ 10 years after diagnosis 5046 15,053 71 1 per 70 1 per 212 PY

RT: radiotherapy; PY: person-years.
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be related to radiation comes from examining the time
course of the increased risk. In fact, the temporal
pattern of the increased lung carcinoma risk in the
radiation group is characteristic of solid tumors in-
duced by radiation exposure.20 From 0 –5 years the
increase in relative risk for the radiotherapy versus the
surgery group was 5%, increasing to 16% for 5–10
years and to 42% for $ 10 years, a temporal pattern
that would be unlikely to be attributable to smoking.

Comparison with Second Malignancy Rates after
Radiotherapy for Cervical Carcinoma
It is of interest to compare the results of the current
study on prostate carcinoma patients with those of the
corresponding tumor registry-based cohort studies of
second tumors in cervical carcinoma patients.9,33 Such
comparisons must of course be assessed in light of the
different temporal characteristics of the two tumors;
the average age at diagnosis for invasive cervical car-
cinoma (in the SEER database) is approximately 50
years compared with approximately 70 years for pros-
tate carcinoma. This allows considerably longer fol-
low-up times in the cervical carcinoma study (average
follow-up, approximately 10 years9) compared with
the current study (average follow-up, approximately 4
years).

In fact the average radiation doses to various or-
gans for the treatment of the two sites in the 1970s and
1980s were not dissimilar. For example, for the kidney
and the lung, the estimated average doses associated
with cervical carcinoma radiotherapy were approxi-
mately 2 Gy and 0.3 Gy, respectively,9,33 whereas the
corresponding average doses for prostate carcinoma
radiotherapy were approximately 2 Gy and 0.6 Gy,
respectively.29,30 In general, the doses from the two
treatments to any given organ were within about a
factor of 2 of each other.

Compared with prostate carcinoma, a much lower
percentage of patients with invasive cervical carci-
noma do not receive radiotherapy. A recent update of

the cervical carcinoma tumor registry cohort study9,33

analyzed data for 49,900 women with invasive cervical
carcinoma who underwent radiotherapy and 16,700
who received no radiotherapy compared with 51,600
and 70,500 men, respectively, in the current prostate
carcinoma study (Table 1). This limits the power of
direct comparisons between cervical carcinoma pa-
tients who did or did not receive radiotherapy, and
indeed in their cohort studies Boice et al. reported
radiation risks in cervical carcinoma patients relative
to the general population, rather than relative to non-
irradiated cervical carcinoma patients.9,33 As dis-
cussed earlier, comparisons with the general popula-
tion are more prone to biases and confounding effects,
such as smoking, misdiagnosis, and underreporting.
However, comparisons between a radiotherapy group
and a nonradiotherapy group still are practical for
cervical carcinoma patients when disease sites are
combined. For example, from the data for patients
with invasive cervical carcinoma reported by Kleiner-
man et al.,9 the percentage increase in relative risk for
all solid tumors in the radiotherapy group relative to
the nonradiotherapy group was 12% (95% CI, 4 –20%),
increasing to 15% (95% CI, 5–26%) for $ 10 year sur-
vivors and to 26% (95% CI, 9 – 47%) for $20 year sur-
vivors; these increased risks may be compared with
the results in Table 2 for prostate carcinoma patients
of 6% (95% CI, 1–11%), increasing to 34% (95% CI,
14 –57%) for $ 10-year survivors. As observed in the
current study on prostate carcinoma patients, for the
patients with invasive cervical carcinoma there was a
nonsignificant increase in the early leukemia risk in
the radiotherapy group relative to the nonradio-
therapy group.9

For patients with cervical carcinoma the lung is
one of the five individual sites for which a statistically
increased second malignancy was observed in the ra-
diotherapy group relative to the nonradiotherapy
group9 (increased risk 38%; 95% CI, 17– 65%; P 5
0.0001). This again supports the notion that the in-
creased risk of lung carcinoma observed in the current
study is related to radiation exposure.

Several caveats are appropriate in assessing these
comparisons between patients with invasive cervical
carcinoma who did or did not undergo radiothera-
py.9,33 First, to our knowledge tests of homogeneity
between the radiotherapy and nonradiotherapy
groups with regard to smoking patterns are not avail-
able for cervical carcinoma patients (see Table 4 for
such comparisons for the current prostate carcinoma
study). Second, women with invasive cervical carci-
noma who underwent radiotherapy typically were
older than those who did not,33 although the average
follow-up time in both groups was approximately the

TABLE 4
Proportions of Smokers among Prostate Carcinoma Patients
Undergoing Either Surgery without Radiotherapy or Radiotherapy
with or without Other Treatmentsa

Proportion of
ever smokers

Proportion of
current smokers

Surgery without radiotherapy 0.79 0.16
(79/94) (15/94)

Radiotherapy 0.80 0.15
(151/189) (29/189)

a Data derived from results of a case– control study reported by Rohan et al.32
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same.9,33 Third, the Danish tumor registry, which is
the largest contributor to the cervical carcinoma
study,9 has reported significant misclassification prob-
lems, specifically that up to 24% of individuals in the
“nonradiotherapy” group actually may have under-
gone radiotherapy;34 this effect would lead to an un-
derestimation of the radiation-associated risk. Bearing
these caveats in mind, the results for invasive cervical
carcinoma patients are reasonably consistent with the
current results for prostate carcinoma patients.

Relevance to Current Radiotherapy Treatment Techniques
for Prostate Carcinoma
In the current study, the mean treatment year for the
radiotherapy group was 1987. Despite the recent trend
toward higher prescribed doses for prostate carci-
noma radiotherapy, the adoption of smaller field,
higher energy, radiotherapeutic treatments has re-
sulted in significantly lower doses to distant organs
compared with those from earlier, larger field, 60Co
treatments.35 By contrast, external beam radiotherapy
treatment for prostate carcinoma typically is now per-
formed using nominal photon energies . 18 MeV,36

potentially producing a significant and highly effective
photoneutron dose (approximately 0.2 Sievert) to dis-
tant organs.37

Significance for Treatment Choice
Radiotherapy for prostate carcinoma was associated
with an overall small increase (4%; P 5 0.08) in the risk
of all second malignancies relative to those patients
treated with surgery, and with a significantly elevated
risk of second solid tumors (6%; P 5 0.02). This overall
enhanced risk for solid tumors is larger for long term
survivors, increasing to 15% (P , 0.001) after $ 5
years, and to 34% (P , 0.001) after $ 10 years. Al-
though the increased risks of solid tumors in the ra-
diotherapy group are significant, the absolute risks
still are fairly small; our best estimate is that the risk of
developing a radiation-associated second malignancy
after radiotherapy for prostate carcinoma is 1 in 290
(all years), 1 in 125 for $ 5-year survivors, and 1 in 70
for $ 10-year survivors.

Because the estimated absolute risks of radiation-
associated second malignancies are fairly small, they
might appear unlikely to play a significant role in
choosing between treatment options. However, the
trend toward prostate carcinoma diagnosis at a
younger age and at an earlier stage,18 as well as recent
improvements in radiotherapeutic techniques,38,39

suggest that survival times after radiotherapy for pros-
tate carcinoma will increase. In light of the long (5–15
years) average latency period for radiation-induced
solid tumors,20 increased survival times would be ex-

pected to result in increasing radiation-induced sec-
ond tumor rates, and thus radiation-related second
tumor risk could, in the future, become a more signif-
icant issue in making treatment decisions.
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